
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING THURSDAY, 01 JUN 2023

RACE 1 6:45 PM  |  $23,000  |  NANTES  |  1400m
 	 4	 AQUILA VOLANTE (FR) Ran on well in the latter stages when 3rd at Le Lion D’Angers on May 8th. Form 

pick.

 	 9	 BAHIA BLANCA A winner of a claimer over 1300m at Saint-Cloud two weeks ago. Can be in the 
shake up.

 	 1	 C COMME CA (FR) Seems to be improving, 4th over 1200m on May 8th. Should like the step up in 
distance and play a role.

 	 7	 ANGIOLLETA (IRE) Ought to be thereabouts.

 	 3	 KEDUREV (FR) A bit below par on the last run over 1200m three weeks ago, after a 3rd on debut. 
Not to be overlooked.

RACE 2 7:15 PM  |  $22,000  |  NANTES  |  1600m
 	 2	 MAROON SIX (FR) A decent 3rd over 1600m in a Class 2 race in mid-April. Can build on that and looks 

the one to beat.

 	 1	 BENNETOT (IRE) Needs to step forward to win but is a player.

 	 4	 SPEEDY CHARM (FR) Has been over hurdles on the last three runs. Looks booked for a place claim.

 	 5	 BLUE STARS (FR) 4th two runs back in a Class 2 race at Fontainebleau over 1600m. Looks safely held.

 	 3	 BRAZILIAN SURPRISE A winner two runs back over 1600m at Chantilly on March 7th. Below par on last 
run. Can make presence felt.

RACE 3 7:47 PM  |  $20,000  |  NANTES  |  1600m
 	 6	 VILLEMACHO (IRE) Was beaten narrowly when 4th at Fontainebleau over 1600m on May 3rd on the last 

run. Can get first win.

 	 1	 SINDERELLA (FR) Nice run on the second try in a handicap at Dieppe when finishing 2nd over 1800m 
on May 6th. Player.

 	 3	 VOTE FOR PEDRO (FR) Tries his first handicap and can be on the premises.

 	10	 JIEPIES MELODY (FR) 2nd two runs back at Nantes over 1600m on April 22nd. Looks the each way option.

 	 5	 DEAU COEUR (FR) 4th at Saint-Cloud over 2400m on the most recent run on May 12th. Others make 
more appeal.

RACE 4 8:22 PM  |  $16,000  |  NANTES  |  2200m
 	 4	 SENEPARK Has been performing well enough without winning of late to suggest a win is on the 

horizon. This looks like a nice opportunity.

 	 8	 JACK’S SON Fair effort when 3rd at Angers over 2300m on May 11th on the latest run. Live 
contender.

 	 1	 OLYMPE TEA (FR) Can be in the shake-Up.

 	 5	 IRISH SOUL (FR) Has had two runs in 2023, a nice 4th on the latest over 2650m on May 17th.Merits 
consideration.

 	10	 AGAMEMNON (FR) 2nd at Angers on the latest run over 2300m on May 11th. Looks a solid each-way 
option.

RACE 5 8:57 PM  |  $20,000  |  NANTES  |  2200m
 	 7	 MODERN VALUE Good opportunity of getting that deserved win.

 	 1	 SALOCIN (FR) 2nd on the last run over 2400m at Nantes on May 6th. Won his three races before 
the last outing. Player.

 	 9	 AD LIBITUM (FR) Has had a couple of unplaced runs of late, but a nice 3rd before those over 2000m 
in early April. Looks competitive.

 	11	 KAPTAIN NORDIK (FR) Has been threatening to win after two nice 2nd placed runs of late. Another good 
account likely.

 	 3	 KER STORMY (FR) Won over 2400m at Nantes on the last run on April 22nd. Has plenty to offer.


